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Background

• Time expressions are important temporal and semantic signals in unstructured 
textual data

• They are used for a variety of NLP, IR & other related tasks:
– Event detection and ordering, timeline summarization, event occurrence prediction, temporal 

clustering, information retrieval, question answering, named entity recognition, etc.

• Significant number of web queries contain explicit temporal expressions
– “1985 ford ranger engine head”, “chicago national slam 2003”, “los angeles times newspaper 

april 1946”, “olympics 2004” (examples taken from [1])

[1] Sérgio Nunes, Cristina Ribeiro, and Gabriel David. 2008. Use of temporal expressions in web search. In ECIR’08, 580–584.



Background cont.

• For these reasons deeply studying temporal expressions is important
• Furthermore, collective memory studies that investigate society-level 

memories and their triggers could benefit from an effective analysis 
pipeline
– Such studies have been increasingly mediated by quantitative approaches
– Temporal expressions pointing to the past as one of key remembrance 

indicators

Yasunobu Sumikawa, Adam Jatowt, Marten Düring: Digital History meets Microblogging: Analyzing Collective Memories in Twitter. JCDL 2018: 213-222



Objectives of Our Research

1. An analysis approach for studying the interplay between temporal 
expressions in text and document publication dates
– Frequency analysis
– Semantic analysis
– Time-based analysis

2. Results of applying our approach to the New York Times corpus



Summary of Used Methods

• Frequency analysis
• Graph-based embeddings with node2vec based on year2entity 

connections
• Temporal embeddings
• AP clustering



Our Previous Research (1)

Frequency of year expressions 
[1900 – 1990] extracted from large 
collections of recent news articles 
about different countries  
(only past years & no relation to 
document timestamp)

Ching-man Au Yeung, Adam Jatowt: Studying how the past is remembered: towards computational history through large scale text mining. CIKM 2011: 1231-1240



Our Previous Research (2)

Adam Jatowt, Ching-man Au Yeung: Extracting collective expectations about the future from large text collections. CIKM 2011: 1259-1264

Frequency and granularity of 
temporal expressions extracted 
from large collection of recent news 
articles
(focus on relative distribution & 
granularity)



Dataset & Preprocessing

• 282,412 New York Times’ articles published from Jan 1, 1981 to Mar 28, 
2013 (publication years) crawled from API

• 4,484,145 entity instances extracted using Stanford NLP toolkit
– 706,163 unique entities (years, persons, locations, organizations)

• Threshold of >20 times of occurrence
– 20,593 unique entities

• 1980s: 17k
• 1990s: 19.5k 
• 2020s: 19.3k
• 2010s:  11.6k

• Focus on year mentions from 1900 to 2020 (content years)



Distribution of Temporal Expressions 
over Time

Publication date

Distributions of decades 

corresponding to the 

content years over dataset 

span

• content years from the 1980s, 1990s, 2000s 

and 2010s are most common

• the older the decade, the less remembered it is

• uniform appearance of distant past dates



Standardized Variance of
Frequency of Content Dates

Average frequency of content years

A content year is indicated 

by its last digit and by the 

color of its corresponding 

decade.
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• low variance of frequencies of outside 
content years (1900s-1970s and 2020s)

• round dates have lowest coefficient



Average Number of Co-occurring 
Entities

A given year is represented 

by displaying its last digit 

and by the color of its 

corresponding

decade

Frequency of content years 
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• degree of the co-occurrence with entities is 

the highest for the years that fall within 

dataset time 

• round dates have highest number of co-

occurring entities



Year Embeddings

• Years are represented by node2vec embeddings (128 dimensions) on 
entity co-occurrence graph
– dropped edges whose entities co-occurred less than 15 times in the dataset
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Semantic Analysis of Temporal 
Expressions

Similarities between year embeddings

• chronologically close years are generally 

located near each other

• spatial dispersion of years changes along the 

time from less to more compact once moving 

from the past towards the present

Visualization using tSNE



Temporal Analysis: Creating Year 
Representations in Every Decade

• 4 graphs with entity-year co-occurrence indicating 
• Retraining the embeddings sequentially from the oldest decade (i.e., 1980s) to the latest decade 
• Total of 480 vectors:

– each of 120 content years is represented by 4 vectors where each one corresponds to one of 4 different 
decades covered by our dataset

retraining retraining retraining



Temporal Analysis

Clustering embeddings of temporal 
expressions in different decades with 
Affinity Propagation (51 clusters)
Cluster number is indicated with its 
corresponding color

• semantics of content dates tend to differ 

quite much in different temporal splits of the 

dataset

• only for one year (1953) all the four vector 

representations of that year fall into the same 

cluster

• 30% of all the analyzed content years have 

each of their representations in different 

clusters



Discussions

• Time expressions that refer to the time interval of a temporal news collection are: 
– most common
– have higher average frequency than others
– are subject to higher fluctuations than others
– tend to co-occur with a larger number of entities

• Chronological order plays stronger role in inter-year similarities for years within the dataset interval 
or close to it, than for more distant years

• The same year have different semantics in different temporal splices of the dataset used for 
computing embeddings, even if the year belongs to the distant past or the far future

• Etc.



Example Applications

• Normalizing the frequencies of temporal expressions
• Estimating their relative importance

– if the frequency of the two years is similar, one should assign the higher 
importance to the more distant year

• Use the expected similarity between events from different years 
depending on the distance between these years in event2event linking

• Use expected distributions of temporal expressions over different time 
segments when selecting answers in temporal QA systems

• Collective memory studies



Conclusions & Future Work

1. Provided analysis pipeline to study how different years are referred to in 
temporal news collections

2. Results of analysis conducted on New York Times articles spanning 33 years

• Future work:
– Extension to other types of temporal expressions (finer granularity, implicit, underspecified)
– Year embeddings based on text rather than named entities


